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Abstract1

Hydro-morphological processes (HMP, any natural phenomenon contained within the2

spectrum defined between debris flows and flash floods) pose a relevant threat to infrastruc-3

ture, urban and rural settlements and to lives in general. This has been widely observed4

in recent years and will likely become worse as climate change will influence the spatio-5

temporal pattern of precipitation events. The modelling of where HMP-driven hazards may6

occur can help define the appropriate course of actions before and during a crisis, reducing7

the potential losses that HMPs cause in their wake. However, the probabilistic information8

on locations prone to experience a given hazard is not sufficient to depict the risk our society9

may incur. To cover this aspect, modeling the loss information could open up to better10

territorial management strategies.11

In this work, we made use of the HMP catalogue of China. This catalogue reports reliable12

records from 1985 to 2015 across the whole Chinese territory. Specifically, we implemented13

the Light Gradient Boosting (LGB) classifier to model the impact level that locations across14

China have suffered from HMPs over the thirty-year record. In doing so, we estimated15

spatial probabilities of certain HMP impact, something that has yet to be tested in the16

natural hazard community, especially over such a large spatio-temporal domain.17

This experiment follows a project launched by the Chinese government with the aim18

of improving national efforts against climate change and improving societal resilience to19

disastrous events. In this context, the good predictive performance our model produced20

suggest that the cartographic output could be useful to inform authorities of locations prone21

to human and infrastructural losses of specific magnitudes.22
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1 Introduction26

Hydro-morphological processes (HMPs) define a spectrum of phenomena where a ill-defined27

proportion of water and solids can be mixed to produce debris flows, debris floods, or flash28

floods. These are particularly threatening natural hazards especially in mountainous land-29

scapes. Their initiation and propagation can involve multiple catchments and their large30

capacity to cause damage is mainly due to our limited ability to respond to them once they31

take place. For instance, examples of flash floods exist with an observed concentration time32

of less than one hour (Iosub et al., 2020). This implies that also our response time should33

be similar (Borga et al., 2007; Hong et al., 2013), which is why losses in terms of lives and34

infrastructure are not infrequent (Kobiyama and Goerl, 2007). Another aspect that makes35

HMPs particularly dangerous is our limited ability to predict them before they manifest.36

To estimate their genesis and behaviour, data-driven models are usually employed to define37

susceptible areas (Carrara et al., 2008; Cama et al., 2017) whereas physically-based models38

commonly solve runout simulations tasks (Pudasaini and Krautblatter, 2021; Van den Bout39

et al., 2021). These two elements have been extensively researched and can currently rely40

on a number of models to produce reliable susceptibility and hazard estimates. In this over-41

all context, a hazard magnitude scale has even been proposed to measure the severity of a42

given phenomenon (Wang and Sebastian, 2022). However, models that are able to quantify43

the potential impact of HMPs have been explored to a significantly lesser extent, with few44

valid exception (e.g., Diakakis et al., 2020). This is likely due to the limited availability of45

complete databases listing the losses caused by natural hazards.46

Recent studies indicate that society’s awareness on HMPs largely depend on their impacts47

(de Bruijn et al., 2019). Usually, disastrous events would capture the world’s attention and48

thus leave a trace in all sorts of archives. Conversely, HMPs leading to limited losses might49

only be known by local communities, and might even be missed (Gaume et al., 2009). These50

are the main reasons behind the incompleteness of HMP loss inventories. Some national51

scale exceptions do exist though. For instance, Switzerland has monitored HMP losses since52

1972 and details on its national loss database can be found in Hilker et al. (2009); Andres53

and Badoux (2019). The US and Vietnam have also done the same, focusing exclusively on54

flooding though (see, Downton et al., 2005; Luu et al., 2019; Kreibich et al., 2017). Turkey55

and Nepal have also developed their respective loss databases but centered around landslides56

and associated fatalities (Petley et al., 2007; Görüm and Fidan, 2021). By examining these57

databases, one can infer that they often show an impact-frequency relation. In other words,58

the larger the loss the more infrequent its appearance in the database, and the smaller the59

loss the more analogous events are recorded. This is actually the idea behind risk assessment,60
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which boils down to understanding the frequency and impact relationship to derive quantities61

such as average annual loss, maximum probable loss and societal risk (Jaiswal et al., 2011;62

Zielinski, 2017; Strouth and McDougall, 2021).63

Despite the obvious relevance, few cases exist where modeling societal risk is probabilis-64

tically sought in the context of natural hazards. Important contributions have paved the65

way in this direction and among them, Tsang et al. (2018) have proposed a risk function,66

albeit only in the context of earthquake losses. Rossi et al. (2019) have modeled the same,67

estimating the landslide societal risk for the whole Italian territory. Analogous researches68

have been carried out also for floods, with older examples from Italy (Salvati et al., 2010)69

and the Netherlands (Jonkman et al., 2011), and more recent ones from Portugal and Greece70

(Pereira et al., 2017) as well as from the United Kingdom (Brown and Damery, 2002). Aside71

from the different level of complexity and site specific issues these articles deal with, one72

common element links them all together. In fact, most of the societal risk research is based73

on mortality data, leaving aside the economic aspect of the potential losses a given hazard74

may induce. These two elements are rarely combined under the overarching term “impact”75

and modeled accordingly (Tang et al., 2021).76

In this global overview, China has positioned itself with a number of studies based on77

specific test sites for landslides (Sui et al., 2020), debris flows (Lan et al., 2013) and floods78

(Li et al., 2016). However, the need for a consistent HMP risk assessment at the national79

scale has long been discussed. With this idea in mind, few years ago China has launched an80

initiative to collect all HMP data from local administrations (location and date of occurrence)81

and whenever possible, also the associated losses (quantified both in terms of fatalities and82

economic damage), to be combined into a single digital database. This initiative has recently83

led to assess HMP occurrences in China over the last fifty years (Wang et al., 2021a), explore84

their clustering behavior (Wang et al., 2021c), derive HMP rainfall-thresholds (Wang et al.,85

2021b) and produce the first national HMP space-time susceptibility model (Wang et al.,86

2022a). These preliminary studies have therefore chiefly explored the occurrence information87

in the national database, leaving unexplored the loss one. Conversely, in this work we will88

attempt to make use of it, with the aim of creating a data-driven impact-based prediction89

model for the whole China.90

The HMP Chinese database is mainly reliable from 1985, when China has welcomed91

the digital era revolutionizing the way administrations stored geographic data in Geographic92

Information Systems. And, it covers the period until 2015, when the HMP national database93

initiative was unfortunately terminated. In these thirty years of records, a total number of94

24,898 is reported in the database, out of which 18,127 contained loss information. Therefore,95

we envisioned using this information to model the combined fatalities and economic losses96

with the aim of producing probabilities of HMP impact across the Chinese territory. In other97

words, we imagined a variation of the common susceptibility modeling framework, adapted98

here to different HMP impact levels. We recall here that the notion of susceptibility defines99

the probability of natural hazard occurrences on the basis of a set of predictors expressing100
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landscape and environmental characteristics (Reichenbach et al., 2018). Over large areas,101

this is commonly achieved through binary classifiers belonging to the families of statistical102

(Lombardo and Mai, 2018) and/or machine/deep learning (Goetz et al., 2015; Wang et al.,103

2022b) models. By combining the loss information, it is possible to model the occurrence of104

events that have lead to different impact levels, each one being passed to a separate classifier.105

In turn, this produced the multi-impact prediction we present in this work.106

The way we organized the manuscript includes a description of the data in Section 2; an107

overview of the modeling tools we used and the calibration and validation steps we followed108

in Section 3. The actual susceptibility is then presented in Section 4, which we interpret and109

discuss in Section 5. Ultimately, the conclusions are drawn in Section 6 to share our vision110

with the readers.111

2 Data overview112

The following sections will describe the HMP database and its characteristics, followed by113

an explanation of the mapping units of choice for this work and the predictor set we based114

our model on.115

2.1 HMP inventory116

The data we used in this study is extracted from the digital collection of Chinese HMP117

records (Liu et al., 2018, 2021; Xiong et al., 2019, 2020), each one characterized by geo-118

graphic coordinates, time information and albeit partially, by a summary of sustained live119

and financial losses. From these records, we extracted all the HMPs for which a loss esti-120

mate was recorded between 1985 and 2015. The resulting subset accounted for 18,127 HMPs,121

whose loss records are graphically summarized in (Figure 1).122

There, panel (a) shows the preprocessing step we introduced to account for the inflation123

in the considered period. The exchange rate we used is shown in panel (b). Thus, panel (a)124

essentially reports the inflation-adjusted values with respect to the US dollar (US$), which125

we used as a stable reference currency to compare the Chinese yuan (CNY) against. Panel126

(c) then depict the overall distribution of economic losses in log(USD) and panel (d) does127

the same for the number of HMP fatalities.128

Several different factors can contribute to the HMPs’ impact of their resulting damages to129

society (Špitalar et al., 2014), but as a function of the losses they caused one may envision130

a rank system, from small to disastrous impacts. Following this reasoning, we classified131

the inventory into six categories combining fatalities and economic losses according to the132

informaiton provided in Table 1. There, Level M0 consist of a collection of records with133

minor losses and greater M-values imply an increase in the damage HMPs have generated.134

Specifically, the number of HMP records in each impact level are can be summarized as135

follows: 6,771 events associated to the M0 class, 8,616 to M1, 5,206 to M2, 2,257 to M3, 686 to136

M4, and 1,362 to M5. To provide a better context the spatial distribution of these events and137
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Figure 1: The time series of economic losses in Chinese RMB against the US dollars (a); The
variation trend of the exchange rate between RMB and US dollars (b); Probability density
distribution of fatalities (c) and economic losses (with inflation corrected) caused by HMPs
across China during 1985-2015 (d).
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relative impact classes, Figure 2 depicts this information across the whole Chinese territory,138

together with the current population density (LandScan, https://landscan.ornl.gov/).139

Table 1: Impact classification criteria of HMPs.

Economic loss (thousand US $)
Number of fatalities (person)

0 0-5 5-10 10-50 50-100 ≥ 100

0 M0 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

0-100 M1 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5

100-1,000 M2 M2 M2 M3 M4 M5

1,000-5,000 M3 M3 M3 M3 M4 M5

5,000-10,000 M4 M4 M4 M4 M4 M5

≥ 10, 000 M5 M5 M5 M5 M5 M5

After the extraction of the HMPs and impact level information, we proceeded to assign140

a presence label to Chinese catchments (the mapping units we opted for in this study;141

see Section 2.2). For the catchments where multiple HMPs occurred across the 30-years142

record and specifically for the case where the impact level was different, we labeled the143

catchment with the highest impact level and disregarded the presence labeling for the lower144

impact. This operation ensured that impact classes would not suffer from autocorrelation145

issues and could thus be considered independent from each other. Overall, this lead the146

original number of HMPs to be aggregated at the catchment level, for which the number147

of positive samples in each model became 3,680 (M0), 4,348 (M1), 3,815 (M2), 2,026 (M3),148

621 (M4), and 1,300 (M5). To create a balanced binary dataset, we randomly extracted149

an equal number of catchments without HMPs and labeled them with an absence case,150

for each impact class under consideration. The resulting 6 binary dataset will be the base151

for the subsequent modeling routine. The latter will feature the application of a machine-152

learning-based classifier (see Setion 3.1), equipped with an additional with Monte Carlo cross153

validation scheme aimed at informing on the prediction uncertainty (see Section 3.2).154

2.2 Mapping units155

Hydro-morphological processes including debris flows, debris floods, and flash floods, usually156

occur with various spatial extents. Due to the various physically-based processes, they can157

also be modeled at different scales and via different mapping units. Traditionally, examples158

exist where HMPs are modeled by utilizing a 10 to 1000m squared lattice. However, this159

kind of spatial partition cannot be used in our case because the size of the Chinese territory160

would result in billions of grid-cells or data points. Another reason for which we avoided161
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Figure 2: Geomorphological setting and distribution of HMPs with different impacts. The
top and left plot show the variations of population density across longitude and latitude; the
density plots presented in the bottom and right panels are the numbers of HMPs in each
impact, and the boxplot in the middle of mapping shows the population density at each
HMP spot within each impact.
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using a mapping unit with a regular geometry has to do with the fact that terrain attributes162

and catchment characteristics are sensitive to the watershed boundary, which can be of vital163

importance for the HMPs. As a result, choosing a regular mapping unit large enough to164

produce a dataset small enough to be modeled would have been so large that the represeta-165

tion of the catchment physiography would have been lost. Consequently, we have chosen to166

partition the Chinese territory into catchments, for they are ideal geographical, geomorpho-167

logical and hydrological objects and also provide a computationally reasonable data size to168

work with. We accessed our mapping unit via the global watershed database HydroSHEDS169

(https://hydrosheds.org), which contains several levels to choose from. Among these, we170

selected the most detailed, corresponding to the 12th level. In turn, this choice partitioned171

the whole Chinese territory into 73,587 catchments. The corresponding distribution of catch-172

ment sizes appears to be bimodal and spans from 0.1 km2 to 667 km2, with an average area173

of 130 km2 and a 95% confidence interval of 231 km2 (Figure 3).174

Figure 3: Distributions of catchment size (a) and HMPs count per catchment (b).

2.3 Explanatory variables175

HMP susceptibility studies often list a number of explanatory variables or predictors, which176

mostly correspond to terrain, geological and pedological attributes, these being properties177

that can be considered time-invariant at the scale of our observation (Gariano and Guzzetti,178

2016). Conversely, few cases features other environmental characteristics such as vegetation179

coverage, land use and precipitation, which otherwise exhibit significant variations within180

the considered time span (Lombardo et al., 2020). Even if the model we propose here is181

purely spatial (details in Section 3), we considered a comprehensive predictor set, including182

static environmental characteristics as well as proxies for time-variant features within each183

catchment partitioning the Chinese territory.184

Due to the coarse spatial extent that a catchment partition entails, the resolution of the185

predictors we chose leads to a distribution of potential values within each mapping unit. For186
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this reason, we then adopted the strategy of calculating mean and standard deviation values187

of each predictor distribution within each catchment. Notably, for those variables showing188

a marked temporal variation (e.g. daily rainfall, annual NDVI), we also computed mean189

and standard deviation values, though in this case we did so both in space and time (for190

the whole 30 years under consideration). This approach aims to capture the whole spatio-191

temporal predictor variability per catchment and its influence on HMPs and their induced192

losses.193

Overall, we selected a total of 35 variables, 20 of which time-invariant and 15 time-variant194

ones. These featured terrain, stream system and catchment characteristics, soil type, climatic195

features, vegetation coverage, and human activities. A simpler overview of the predictors we196

considered is provided in Appendix A.197

3 Methodology198

We proposed to follow the classical strategy for model training and testing by splitting199

the samples into calibration and validation datasets. Here, we measured the predictive200

performance through the 5-fold cross validation scheme. The overall modeling protocol we201

implemented can be graphically summarized as follows (Figure 4):202

3.1 Light Gradient Boosting203

Gradient Boosting is a framework that uses a tree-based learning algorithm and has been204

applied widely in HMP susceptibility modelling (e.g. Lombardo et al., 2015; Di et al.,205

2019; Stanley et al., 2020). Among a wide range of machine learning algorithms, Gradient206

Boosting has become the first choice of many researchers due to the good performance it207

ensures (Merghadi et al., 2020). In our context, Gradient Boosting boils down to an ensemble208

of several decision trees (Friedman, 2001). The algorithm builds a model by iteratively and209

randomly building a decision tree as a weak classifier. Then, each decision tree is trained210

to approximate the negative gradient direction of the given loss function established in the211

previous iteration (i.e., the term of boosting). The strong classifier is eventually established212

by minimizing the loss function as much as possible without overfitting.213

Light Gradient Boosting (LGB) is a novel kind of Gradient Boosting model (Merghadi214

et al., 2020), which was proposed by Microsoft® in 2017 to develop a data-driven modeling215

routine capable of handling large amount of data. Specifically, LGB adopts a leaf-wise216

strategy when growing the decision tree, whereas Gradient Boosting is based on the level-217

wise growth strategy. Leaf-wise training is a more flexible way of working on “big data”218

while reducing the leaf loss and maintains the overall tree balance (Figure 5).219

Notably, the optimal hyperparameter values we used are: n estimators = 100,220

learning rate = 0.1, max depth = 30, and num leaves = 35.221
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Figure 4: Flowchart of the methodology used in this study.
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Figure 5: An illustration demonstrating the growing strategy between level-wise (a), and
leaf-wise growth (b).

3.2 Uncertainty estimation222

Here, we proposed to use the non-parametric Monte-Carlo simulation on the non-HMP223

datasets, which is implemented by utilizing 1,000 bootstrap replicates. We referred to this224

repeated sampling strategy proposed by Tang et al. (2019), and took advantage of the full225

information derived from the resampling procedure. Then, a large number of predictive226

models were built and used to obtain not only the mean value but also the uncertainty227

around it. The uncertainty analysis in this study were applied through the following steps:228

1. Generate training datasets by sampling with replacement with the same number of229

positive samples from the negative ones. The iteration time is set to 1,000 for each230

training procedure.231

2. Set several parameters to subset the samples and features for calibration model.232

• feature fraction: 0.9, which indicates the portion for the feature selection when233

establishing a tree;234

• bagging fraction: 0.8, which indicates the portion for subsamples when estab-235

lishing a tree;236

• colsample bytree: 0.8, which indicates the subsample ratio of columns when237

constructing each tree;238

• subsample: 0.8, which indicates the subset portion for the training.239

3. Calculate the confidence interval (with 95% confidence level) for AUC values of each240

model by utilizing the difference between 97.5% and 2.5% percentiles from the whole241

bootstrapped realizations.242

3.3 Model validation243

The model evaluation is established on the basis of how the calibrated model can be used to244

generalize the prediction over unknown data. In this study, we considered cutoff dependent245
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and independent metrics to evaluate the performance of each bootstrapped model. Besides,246

the model robustness was obtained examining the relation between the width of the 95% CI247

and the mean susceptibility estimates, in a graphical summary referred to as error plot.248

3.3.1 Cutoff dependent metrics249

The most popular Cutoff dependent metrics measures for testing the prediction ability of a250

binary classification model include accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. These indices251

are calculated from the confusion matrix which describes the discrepancy between model252

predicted outcomes and the actual observed values. The combination of these metrics con-253

stitutes the suite we adopted in this study.254

3.3.2 Cutoff independent metrics255

Receiver Operating Characteristic curves (ROC) and the area under the curves (AUC) are256

another set of the most common tools for evaluating the performance of susceptibility models.257

ROC is consisted of x-axis setting as sensitivity (or recall, true positive rate, TPR) and y-258

axis indicating 1-specificity (or true negative rate, TNR). The performance of any classifier259

can then be evaluated on the basis of the AUC indications.260

• Perfect performance: AUC = 1261

• Outstanding performance: 0.8 < AUC < 0.9262

• Excellent performance: 0.7 < AUC < 0.8263

• Acceptable performance: 0.6 < AUC < 0.7264

• Poor performance: 0.5 < AUC < 0.6265

3.3.3 Error scatter plots266

We use the error plot (i.e., the plot of the mean versus 95% CI of the probability spectrum)267

to evaluate whether the estimates oscillates with a trend that is acceptable for a classification268

task. In fact, a classifier should ideally return low and high probabilities associated with269

limited variation, whereas large differences are reasonably found in the middle portion of the270

probability distribution. The reasoning behind this assumption is for a user to trust whether271

the model classifies a presence or an absence with “confidence” (i.e., small width of the 95%272

CI), for additional references on this topic, see Rossi et al. (2010); Lombardo et al. (2020).273
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4 Results274

4.1 Model performance275

From the Monte-Carlo simulations, we obtained a thousand replicates of the susceptibility276

models and their relative performance metrics. Here, we provide a outlook by presenting277

the mean values out of the 1000 bootstraps, for each cutoff dependent indicator (see Table278

2). WHat stands out is that our model is capable of recognizing M5 (Accuracy = 0.838,279

Precision = 0.818, Recall = 0.870, F1-score = 0.843) better than the other HMP impact280

classes. Overall, the accuracy is satisfying in all cases though, with values close to 0.8 and281

other metrics quite in line with the same model description. For instance, the HMP impact282

class our model struggles the most to classify among the six corresponds to M2, which is still283

associated with very good performance indicators far above 0.7. This in turn means that284

the LGB indeed returned suitable performance for each HMP class under consideration.285

Table 2: The model performance on the validation datasets.

MOD Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score

M0 0.805 0.784 0.844 0.812

M1 0.800 0.777 0.842 0.808

M2 0.782 0.760 0.824 0.791

M3 0.798 0.770 0.849 0.808

M4 0.807 0.792 0.836 0.812

M5 0.838 0.818 0.870 0.843

Another insight on the LGB performance is provided in Figure 6. There the mean be-286

havior can be examined in relation to the variability across the 1000 replicates. Specifically,287

we plotted the 1000 ROC curves (in grey) overimposing the mean one (in red). Then at288

the bottom of each panel, we reported the mean AUC value and its 95% CI (the difference289

between 2.5% and 97.5% of the AUC series). Interestingly, the performance are close to out-290

standing in all cases according to the evaluation scheme proposed by Hosmer and Lemeshow291

(2000). Interestingly, the M5 impact class is indeed the one LGB classifies better than the292

others but it is also worth noting that M3, M4 and M5 also exhibit a higher variability. This293

aspect can be further investigated via error plots, here shown in Figure 7.294

The plots all show a bell-shaped trend which respects the assumption described in Section295

3.3.3. Notably, for M0, M1 and M2, the uncertainties at the two extremes of the suscepti-296

bility distribution (along the x-axis) are mostly contained below a 0.5 width of the 95% CI.297

Mostly are actually concentrated below 0.25 (Figure 7a, Figure 7b, and 7c). The previous298

remark on the variability shown for M4 is also confirmed in this case with Figure 7e being299
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Figure 6: Goodness-of-fit summary of the impact-based susceptibility models.
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shifted upward. As a result, the minimum value along the y-axis start close to 0.25. This300

means that a mean value of 0 could largely oscillate and looking at slightly larger values301

the variation around the mean could implicate probabilities reaching much higher picks in302

certain catchments. This is also, albeit to a lesser extent, the case for M5. This raises the303

question of where are these catchments located, so that one can at least note locations for304

which the model prediction is less robust. These geographical elements will be explored in305

Section 4.3.306

Figure 7: Error scatter plots for HMPs susceptibility detected via different models. Each
point corresponds to a catchment.

4.2 Feature importance307

To provide some elements of model interpretability, we explored the contribution of each308

predictor for each HMP impact class under consideration. The feature importance was cal-309

culated based on the mean predictors’ contribution across the 1,000 resampling routines. For310

clarity, we only report the 10 highest contributors for each HMP impact class in Figure 8.311

There, the predictor importance highlights the role of the settlement areas. Intuitively, as312

we model losses caused by HMP, the presence of inhabitants and infrastructure is determin-313

ing the level of impact one could expect. Besides, terrain features (e.g., ELV µ, ELV σ),314

stream/catchment features (e.g., Drainage density, Wandering ratio, Form factor), and vege-315

tation coverage (e.g., NDV I Tµ Sµ, NDV I Tσ Sµ), also largely explain the spatial distribu-316

tion of each HMP impact class. Interestingly, climatic indices reveal a different contribution317
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with each impact class. For M5 and M3, among the climatic indices, the RAIN TA SA con-318

tributes the most to the damage caused by HMPs. Conversely, RAIN Tσ Sµ plays a much319

more important role in M1 and M2, whereas RAIN Tµ Sµ does the same for M4. This is320

likely due to the fact that being the six models built purely in space (the HMP losses do not321

vary in time), our attempt to capture the temporal effect of the predictors may be diluted322

to a certain degree considering the long time span we examined for their calculation.323

Figure 8: The top 10 features for each model. The grey bars indicate the variables rank out
of 10 in the specific model.

4.3 Susceptibility mappings324

The last step of any spatially-explicit model is to convert the prediction into map form.325

This was done both for the mean and 95% CI of the probabilities estimated for each of326

the six HMP impact classes. This is shown in Figure 9, where the spatial patterns of the327

two statistical moments appear to be similar and it is rather their relative amplitudes that328

mainly differentiate one impact class from the other. Overall, the areas that are more prone329

to exhibit losses belong to south-east China, whereas low probability values tend to show in330

China’s north-westernmost sectors. Some marked differences can still be observed though.331

For instance, the most likely area to experience losses of a M1 level class is highlighted in332

the central part of China (Figure 9b). Conversely, the most likely areas to experience losses333
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in the scale of M4 and M5 are located in the south-east and along its coastlines (Figure 9e,334

f). As for M2 and M3, areas likely to be impacted at this levels span from south-east to335

central China (9c, d).336

With regards to model uncertainties, we reclassified the 95% CI maps with a 0.1 percentile337

step, as shown in Figure 9 g-l. We can clearly see the relative variability in how likely the338

HMPs with a certain impact may occur across the Chinese territory. In most catchments339

that with a high susceptibility show a low uncertainty, which ensure the reliable decision on340

detecting the unstable catchments.341

Due to the large area covered by China, it is difficult to appreciate the level at which the342

catchments’ order we opted for partitions the whole landscape. For this reason, we selected343

three watersheds representative of various geomorphological settings and plotted the model344

results in Figure 10. These three catchments correspond to the Wu River (I), Tai Lake (II),345

and the 2nd Songhua River (III), and they are all heavily affected by monsoons during spring346

and summer. Among them, watershed I is located in the Yungui Plateau and particularly347

in a region that severely suffers from soil erosion. This is most likely the reason why the348

HMP impact level associated with this sector is relatively high, because hydro-morphological349

phenomena can easily mobilize and transport large quantities of mixed material, increasing350

the damage potential of the flowing mass. Conversely, Watershed II lies in one of the most351

populated region belonging to the lower reaches of the Yangtze River. This may also explain352

the high HMP impact patches visible in the map, because the incoming mass may interact353

with particularly exposed and vulnerable communities. As for watershed III, this is located354

in the Changbai Mountains where the rainfall season is much shorter than the other two and355

the measured intensity is lower in comparison to catchment I and II. This may explain why356

the highest probability values of HMP impacts are less represented here for classes M1-M5357

as compared to the other catchments.358
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Figure 9: Mean susceptibility and uncertainty (measured with a 95% credible interval of the
simulated susceptibilities) of HMPs with multi-impact in China during 1985-2015.
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5 Discussions359

Our findings emphasize a significant heterogeneity in the spatial probability of HMPs’ oc-360

currences. Looking at the bigger picture for the whole Chinese territory, this may not seem361

to hold validity across different HMP impact levels. However, a closer look at the level of362

major catchments opens up for a very different perspective, as our classifiers locally treat363

quite differently the probability of impact classes. For this reason, we opted to share the six364

model output as part of the supplementary material of this manuscript, to offer the same365

capacity to zoom in and out to any reader curious enough to visualize spatial patterns at366

different scales. Notably, these differences are consistent with the model contributions of the367

predictors we considered, because the use of separate classifiers lead to independent results.368

Examining the nuances among the different models, the spatial patterns they produces and369

interpreting their results was only possible because the Chinese database stored detailed loss370

information. This is something we would like to stress as one of the primary requirements371

to be included in standard natural hazards’ inventories and catalogues. Unfortunately, this372

type of information is particularly scarce. Commonly, few analogous archives exist across373

the globe and when they do, their records tend to be severely biased. In fact, our society is374

naturally more prone to pay attention to greater losses and leave the smaller ones unattended375

or to the very least, to attend those with a lower level of consideration. This in turn means376

that our loss inventories may largely misrepresent the number of events where losses are of377

minor magnitude, although their frequency should be much higher than the extreme cases.378

And because of a natural higher frequency of small losses, their aggregated numbers could379

yield losses comparable to the few extreme cases, of which we tend to be more confident of.380

This is precisely the reason why in this work we opted to model not only the locations where381

extreme losses (M5 and M4) have been recorded, but we also opted to include medium (M3382

and M2) and small (M1 and M0) ones. Our lucky starting point is that the mandate of the383

Chinese government was to store the loss information for all the events where an assessment,384

as minimal and local as it may have been, has been performed in the last thirty years.385

Aside from the reflections dedicated to data completeness, we would like to stress that the386

spatial patterns we examined (and the predictor importance the model returned), point out387

at the fact that a combined effect of the anthropic fabric, together with climate and terrain388

characteristics constitute a sufficient level of information to explain the spatial variability of389

the HMP impacts. The spatial association of these elements, and particularly with respect390

to climate change are not new in relation to HMPs (e.g., Di et al., 2019). However, what the391

scientific literature still lacks is the availability of a temporal dimension suitable to perform392

space-time models. In fact, as consistently recording losses is hardly performed, the numbers393

are often unsuitable to support statistical analyses. In our case, we started this work with394

the idea in mind of training a series of spatially-explicit models. But, we already envision a395

next step where the whole space-time domain is exploited to model HMP impact levels per396

Chinese catchments and opting this time for a yearly or even seasonal temporal partition397

of the thirty years under examination. Such a model should be able to shed more light398
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in the role of climate change with respect to HMP losses (Lin et al., 2022), but also on399

how urban expansion correlates to them (Zhao et al., 2022). Notably, China has undergone400

a large urbanization phase in the last few decades, which has certainly been associated401

with financial growth but also with an increased level of exposure to natural hazards. By402

looking at the spatial probabilities of HMP impact levels, M4 and M5 mostly affected densely403

urbanized/populated areas. These areas are predominant between latitudes 25◦ and 35◦ N,404

and longitudes 100◦ and 120◦ E, especially Sichuan basin, Yungui plateau, and the southeast405

coastal China. Particularly to the south, extreme precipitations have increasingly shifted406

towards higher intensities in recent years, something that may proportionally result in a407

greater risk in the region (Xiao et al., 2018). For this reason, we stress the importance408

of research and actions directed on this topic and specifically for China, within the above409

mentioned southern sectors.410

6 Conclusion411

In this study, we determined the likelihood of Chinese catchments to suffer from HMP412

losses of six different magnitudes. The use of an artificially intelligent method such as the413

Light Gradient Boosting ensured high classification performance. However, we believe the414

most relevant aspect of this research resides in the combination of both economic losses and415

fatalities in a model able recognise and indicate areas where risk mitigation strategies should416

be considered by local authorities. In fact, the detail of the catchment partition we opted for417

is suitable to be integrated into local action plans. This being said, a number of extensions418

to the modeling framework we proposed here can already be envisioned. Extending the419

spatially-explicit nature of our model towards a space-time one could open up for near-real-420

time impact-based systems, an uncharted territory to be explored. These could be exploited421

as part of an exploratory assessment where link and dependencies between causes and effect422

can be holistically assessed. In a complementary manner and in the most wishful vision423

for the future, near-real-time impact-based systems could become operational tools though424

which providing impact-based forecast for communities to be informed on, for insurance425

companies to base their costs and for humanitarian organization to priorities their support.426

Notably, to favor the dissemination of our work, we opted to share the model results in427

the supplementary materials (Appendix B), with the idea in mind of offering an interactive428

view of our output, which is otherwise a challenge in a traditional manuscript structure.429
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Appendix A. Summary of the covariate set437

• Terrain features438

1. ELV µ: Mean of Elevation439

2. ELV σ: Standard deviation of Elevation440

3. SLP µ: Mean of Slope Steepness441

4. SLP σ: Standard deviation of Slope Steepness442

5. PLC µ: Mean of Plan Curvature443

6. PLC σ: Standard deviation of Plan Curvature444

7. PRC µ: Mean of Profile Curvature445

8. PRC σ: Standard deviation of Profile Curvature446

• Stream/Catchment features447

1. Wandering ratio (Chorley, 1957): RW = LMF

LB
448

2. Fitness ratio (Melton, 1957): Rf = LMF

P
449

3. Form factor (Horton, 1932): Ff = A
LB

450

4. Circularity ratio (Miller and Summerson, 1960): Rc = 4πA
P 2451

5. Elongation ratio (Schumm, 1956): Re = 2
LB×(A/π)0.5

452

6. Relief ratio (Schumm, 1956): Rr = RB

LB
453

7. Compactness coefficient (Gravelius, 1914):Cc = 0.2841 P
A0.5454

8. Drainage density (Strahler, 1952): Dd = Lv

A
455

9. Ruggedness number (Strahler, 1958): Rn = RB ×Dd456

10. Lemniscate’s value (Chorley, 1957): k =
L2
B

A
457

• Soil type458

This parameter is expressed as the area percentage of each soil type per catchment459

and includes: Clay, Clay Loam, Loam, Loamy Sand, Sand, Sandy Clay, Sandy Clayey460

Loam, Sandy Loam, Silt, Silty Clay, Silty Clayey Loam, and Silty Loam.461

• Climatic zone462

This parameter is expressed ad the area percentage of climatic zone per catchment and463

includes: North Temperate, Central Temperate, South Temperate, North Subtropic,464

Central Subtropic, South Subtropic, North Tropic, Central Tropic, Highland.465
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• Climatic indices466

1. RAIN Tµ Sµ: The temporal mean estimated from the daily rainfall for each year467

(Tµ) spatially aggregated ad the mean computed for the whole catchment (Sµ).468

2. RAIN Tµ Sσ: The temporal mean estimated from the daily rainfall for each469

year (Tµ) spatially aggregated as the standard deviation computed for the whole470

catchment (Sσ).471

3. RAIN Tσ Sµ: The temporal standard deviation estimated from the daily rain-472

fall for each year (Tσ) spatially aggregated as the mean computed for the whole473

catchment (Sµ).474

4. RAIN Tσ Sσ: The temporal standard deviation estimated from the daily rainfall475

for each year (Tσ) spatially aggregated as the standard deviation computed for476

the whole catchment (Sσ).477

5. AnnualRAIN Sµ: The mean annual rainfall for each year spatially aggregated478

as mean for the whole catchment (Sµ).479

6. AnnualRAIN Sσ: The mean annual rainfall for each year spatially aggregated480

as standard deviation for the whole catchment (Sσ).481

7. RAIN TA SA: The maximum daily rainfall for each year (TA) spatially aggre-482

gated as maximum computed for the whole catchment (SA).483

8. RAIN TA Sµ: The maximum daily rainfall for each year (TA) spatially aggregated484

as mean computed for the whole catchment (Sµ).485

• NDVI486

1. NDV I Tµ Sµ: The temporal mean estimated from each NDVI acquisition for each487

year (Tµ) spatially aggregated as the mean computed for the whole catchment488

(Sµ).489

2. NDV I Tµ Sσ: The temporal mean estimated from each NDVI acquisition for490

each year (Tµ) spatially aggregated as the standard deviation computed for the491

whole catchment (Sσ).492

3. NDV I Tσ Sµ: The temporal standard deviation estimated from each NDVI ac-493

quisition for each year (Tσ) spatially aggregated as the mean computed for the494

whole catchment (Sµ).495

4. NDV I Tσ Sσ: The temporal standard deviation estimated from each NDVI ac-496

quisition for each year (Tσ) spatially aggregated as the standard deviation com-497

puted for the whole catchment (Sσ).498

• Settlement area499

The estimated settlement area per polygon expressed in km2 for each year.500
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• Land use501

The land use type in each catchment. This is a category variable.502

• Antecedent HMPs503

The cumulative number of HMPs occurred in a three-year time window before each504

considered year.505

Appendix B. Supplementary data506
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